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A New Year is upon us! Presenting new challenges but also new opportunities…
Some members of our RSI community had these resolutions as they enter 2022:
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At Empowerment Academy we all about turnign our struggles into our Streghts and finding the
Positive and in the midst of the Negative… so Renee had the bright idea to beautify our face masks
with a artistic workshop.

“When life gives you lemons make Lemonade”

The Empowerment of Using Face Masks
By Tracy Murphy
Wearing face masks can be so cool at the EA, different colors and designs can have staff and
members asking “where did you get that from?”, admiring the unique styles you wear, bringing out
your tastes of styles in face masks. Keeping your masks up and on can not only give respect and
honor to staff, but also give respect showing respect to others in the honor of safety and
responsibility of not spreading viruses to others.
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Doing so will give staff a shorter time in reminding us to pull up our masks, and even more
respect towards us. These staff care enough to make sure our welfare is their responsibility, and
their hearts speak louder. Fortunately, the majority of EA staff, who, I call “unsung” or “unnoticed
heroes” are always here to inspire and encourage us. They get involved personally to create great
topics for discussion and get our feedback from our past involvements from where we’d been and
encountered in life. They also provide us with outings and activities that are fun and adventurous.
We have an awesome time playing Stephen’s Macho Koro board game, and Stephen’s coffee is
worth a mile walk. I must say, I really appreciate most of the EA staff – who, as peers, have not
forgotten where they came from, show their unselfish regard for customers, and increase RSI’s
traditional reputation for Empowerment.Such staff that make a tremendous difference to our lives
are: Nancy S., Fran G., Amanda K., Stephen B., Larry N., Renee L., Ajayla, and our new hire
Rachael C.. Their personal involvement with us inspires them to do but dedicate them to help us
on our path to achievement but success to show what the word “empowerment” the true meaning
of its name and why they use its name to represent them. Thank you all!
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January 2022 Playlist: All ABBA
by Carolyn B.
Happy New Year, everyone! January is my birth month, so I
made a playlist exclusively of my most favorite band of all
time: ABBA. I have loved them since I was a kid, and when I
listen to them, I experience pure happiness. In November,
SiriusXM had an ABBA radio station that played ABBA 24/7. I
listened to it every time I was in my car and when doing other
tasks. It was my first time really listening to them in a while,
and I didn’t know I could feel as happy as I felt then. It was
exciting, and I want to share some of that excitement with
you. Also- It is my New Year’s Resolution to listen to at least
one ABBA song every day.

1. “Ring Ring” (Swedish version)
“Ring Ring” is one of my favorites, and here is the Swedish-language version.
2.

“Disillusion”
Benny and Bjorn wrote most of ABBA’s songs, but Agnetha wrote the music for this one. I love the chord
progression and meter change. They are not predictable at times, and that makes it more fun.

3. “Bang a Boomerang”
The lyrics are kind of silly, but I love the driving rhythm throughout the song. And when the groove changes in
the pre-chorus? That’s where it’s at.
4.

“Tiger”
From the opening riff to its closing chords, “Tiger” musically represents a sinister predator. The driving
drumbeat alludes to its heavy pursuit, and I love every moment of it.

5. “When I Kissed the Teacher”
Although this song’s lyrics did not stand the test of time, “When I Kissed the Teacher” is the feel-good song
that I need on my bad days. Press “play,” and 3 minutes later, everything is right in the world.
6. “As Good As New”
I love everything about this song. It perfectly demonstrates how ABBA is multidimensional. The disco groove
followed by the uplifting chorus is fantastic.
7. “He’s Your Brother”
The lyrics are somewhat cheesy, but they sends a good message. “On the road that we’re going, we all need
words of comfort and compassion.”
8.

“Under Attack”
I have always loved “Under Attack.” The lyrics would not hold up today because it is about stalking. But I love
it anyway.

9.

“Waterloo” (German Version)
In 1974 ABBA won the Eurovision Song Contest for their native country, Sweden. This is the German-language
recording.

10. “I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do, I Do”
The opening saxophone hooks me in, and everything else holds my attention for the rest of the song. From
start to finish, I love it.
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Featured Writing and Artworks from the RSI Community:

Social Skills Are imperative
By Dave M
A much ignored truth in our culture is that we are an interdependent people. No one is an
island. We depend on others to supply our food, shelter, clothing, health care needs and most
of the essentials for our daily survival. Yet, if we have not developed the social skills
necessary to interact well with others, they may not help us with even our basic needs. If we
have alienated our friends, family members and our service providers, we need to develop
the social skills to repair or replace those crucial relationships.
We need to learn how to be more polite, considerate and cooperative. We need to learn how
to compromise with others. While out mental health symptoms may make these skills
challenging to improve, social skills are so important that our efforts to increase them will be
richly rewarded with better relationships.
When we build better relationships with everyone we encounter and work with, we build up
tools in our toolboxes. We build up a network of people who are helpful to us. And we
maintain this network by being helpful to those who help us. Try to remember that everyone
is interdependent. Those people who are helpful to us also need out help in return. They may
need a different kind of help, but everyone needs help.
We can help people by simply being kind to them. Everyone needs kindness. And kindness is
free for us to give. An act of kindness can be as easy as calling someone by their name, or
asking them how they are doing. An act of kindness can be conversing politely. kindness may
be the most basic and most powerful social skill of all!
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Getting Help Before Tragedy
By David Meyers
Throughout my life, there are many things I have said or done that I regret. From self inflicted injuries to
things said to other people, it really is difficult to sort through all the wrongs which have occurred in my
life. I feel accountable for every last thing which I have engaged in which have hurt people I care for. I think
of the days growing up: those days of joy, and how they contrast to the stark worlds I encountered in later
adolescence to adult years. That inner world of jubilation and joy was tampered with somehow as a
teenager. The life of innocence was completely lost to a dark cloud. Spontaneity and freedom of life was no
longer present as young as 16 years old. Now at 39, I have more than half of my life to look back on where I
have been separated from expression of that pure joy.
It can be described as bipolar and schizoaffective illness which have a heavy part to play in this sudden and
lasting change. Other factors may be described as abuse from peers, or lack of recognition for the need for
counseling. In any case, is it really a return to myself that I need? Or is it perhaps something at a higher
level- love of others and a higher spiritual level that I could connect to more fully? However, the placement
of extreme moods in my daily life has made it difficult to arrive at this peace of mind. Additionally, the
interaction of these moods with medicine and mental health practitioners complicates my level of
functioning. Therefore, the importance of counseling and mental health to help others emotionally cannot
be overstated. It is not usually as simple as “picking up your bootstraps” or being strong. When there are
repeated disturbances of mood and behavior it is important to address the problem.
I know in my case I spent well over 5 years in my childhood suffering in silence before being able to talk to
a mental health professional about my thoughts and feelings. I had no idea what it meant for me to be
experiencing what I was. The trauma of these unaddressed concerns left me in a bad position the second
half of high school. The effect of my unaddressed needs as an adolescent was to leave me hospitalized
repeatedly, and in an incapacitated state at 25. So, yes, I feel bad for the wrongs which I have committed.
However I do think it’s fair to say that most of this did not need to happen. The biggest culprit is untreated
mental illness. It is the delay in treatment that had the worst effect on the course of events, even years
later. This is also true for countless others.
When treatment is stigmatized and the reality of serious mental illness is not recognized, there will continue
to be instances of heartache and preventable tragedy. The heartaches of a loved one should be heard
through, because lack of caring can create unthinkable tragedy.

Veterans Corner:

“Thank You For Your Service!”
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